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Modular.
Hubz tankless water heater connectors are customizable and modular. 
Receivers are available to connect to most common piping systems.

Stock Less.
Distributors and plumbers benefit from reduced stock – one 
connector body can connect to any plumbing system.

Flexible. 
Integrating a new system into an old system? No problem – mix 
and match receivers on the job site easily and quickly.

Fast. 
Hubz tankless water heater connectors install faster than 
other tankless connectors because the receivers easily 
detach from the body.
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Overview
Hubz is a revolutionary modular plumbing connection system 
from Tribal, providing time and cost savings to the plumber 
and ease of stocking and distribution to the wholesaler.

Hubz receivers are available to connect to nearly any 
plumbing piping system, and any Hubz part can connect to 
the adapter in seconds. You can stock fewer parts and save 
time on installs, which saves you money. 

Modular
The fundamental nature of Hubz is modular, enabling you to 
easily configure any installation to meet your needs on the 
job site. If you commonly work with multiple rough plumbing 
systems, Hubz is a game changer. 

Easy to Use 
Hubz is easy to use and is tool-free. The system is built with a 
simple male and female connection where an o-ring makes a 
fast and engineered seal every time.

What is Hubz?

SAVES  TIME
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O-Ring

Black Poly Nut

Modular 
Engineered 
Connection

Universal & Standard 
The Hubz adapters can be used throughout the Hubz  
system. Stock once for easy access on future jobs.

Durability & Protection
The Hubz male side is made from three parts - the inner brass 
connection with o-rings, the receiver, and the outer black poly 
nut. The o-rings compress to the I.D. of the receiver, and the 
nut screws onto the receiver threads.

Two huge benefits stem from this, the first being protection. 
The o-rings are always protected. The poly nut protects 
in transit and on the shelf. After installation, they are then 
protected by the receiver. Second, this strong connection  
is engineered and requires no pipe dope or thread  
sealing tape.

Compare this to push and compression fittings. 
Since they compress to the O.D. of the pipe, 
they are less secure than Hubz and can mar 
the surface of the tube. They also require tools 
to remove – a Hubz connection is tool-free.
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Stock Less
Since all Hubz tankless water heater connector bodies are 
modular, you only need to stock one body, even if you plumb 
in multiple piping systems. Since tankless water heater 
connectors are typically bulky, awkward parts to store, this is a 
game changer.

Hubz benefits everyone in the distribution chain — from the 
stocking wholesaler and distributor to the plumber.

Flexible
The modularity of Hubz means you can customize your 
connectors on the job site or in the warehouse.

Thought you needed PEX but actually needed CPVC? Swap 
them out in seconds instead of waiting for new parts or taking 
an extra trip.  

Additionally, all Hubz connections are made without tools or 
thread tape, so changing any connection is fast and easy.

Features & Benefits
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Indicator Handle
Red or blue-handled 

connectors are 
available for hot and 

cold water lines

Modular Valve
Swap the 3/4" MHT valve for 

1/2" F1807, F1960, MIP or PEX 
compression in seconds

Multiple Connections
F1807, F1960, CPVC, sweat 
and Push-fit receivers are 
available, covering nearly 
any plumbing application

Tankless Water  
Heater Connection
3/4" Water Heater 
Connector Nut
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Better Material Management

HUBZ TANKLESS WATER HEATER CONNECTOR

Planning 
The modular system makes planning simpler,  

and less stock is less work and cost.

Bidding 
The modular system can be adapted to changes in the job, 

making bidding more predictable.

Ordering 
Easily mix and match the parts you need. 

Custom orders are a thing of the past with Hubz.

Transport 
Modularity means you stock and transport fewer, 

less bulky parts, saving you time, space and money.

Staging 
With Hubz, there's never a need to make extra trips. 

Swap out components on the job site so 
you have the right part for the job, every time.

Installation 
Hubz installs take no more time than standard installs













Hubz means better material management. Easier, more efficient 
planning, bidding, ordering, transport and staging means you 
save time and money in every stage of your job.
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Multiple Connections
F1807, F1960, CPVC, sweat and Push-fit 
receivers are available, covering nearly 
any plumbing application

No Tools
Hubz connections are secure 

hand-tight, so there's no tools, 
no thread tape, and no worries

Hubz Receiver
Brass threads fit securely 

between the adapter's inner 
o-rings and outer nut, for a 

perfect connection every time

No Lead Brass
Solid, durable Hubz brass 
is lead free and complies 
with all federal and state 
drinking water legislation
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Contact Tribal
To order or for more information, contact Tribal Manufacturing:
1.269.781.3901  
www.tribalbrass.com

Coming Soon
More Hubz products are being developed and will be 
available soon. Keep your eyes out for manifolds, fittings, 
sillcocks and more.

1

Step Two. Connect.
Install connector on supply line.

 n Follow normal installation steps for the 
system you chose for your inlets

 n Test as usual

Step One. Configure Connector.
Install Hubz adapter or receivers onto the connector body.

 n Screw inlet adapters and receivers to inlets and outlets

Installation

2
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION MIN. QTY. CASE QTY.

HBZWH032FIP Hubz × 3/4" MHT Tankless Water Heater Connector Bodies (Hot Side + Cold Side) 1 24

TANKLESS WATER HEATER  
CONNECTOR BODY

HBZWH032FIP
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION MIN. QTY. CASE QTY.

HBZR033X 1" Hubz Receiver × 1" F1807 10 100

HBZR033W 1" Hubz Receiver × 1" F1960 10 100

HBZR032CPVC 1" Hubz Receiver × 3/4" CPVC 10 100

HBZR032SWT 1" Hubz Receiver × 3/4" Sweat 10 100

HBZR032PF 1" Hubz Receiver × 3/4" Push-fit 10 100

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION MIN. QTY. CASE QTY.

HBZR032FIP 1" Hubz Receiver × 3/4" FIP 25 100

RECEIVER FOR TANKLESS  
WATER HEATER CONNECTOR

TANK CONNECTOR

HBZR032SWT

HBZR032FIP

HBZRO32CPVC HBZR032PF

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION MIN. QTY. CASE QTY.

HBZV011X Valve 1/2" Hubz × F1807 10 100

HBZV011W Valve 1/2" Hubz × F1960 10 100

HBZV011MIP Valve 1/2" Hubz × 1/2" MIP 10 100

HBZV011XC Valve 1/2" Hubz × 1/2" PEX Compression 10 100

VALVE ADAPTER FOR TANKLESS  
WATER HEATER CONNECTOR

HBZV011MIP HBZV011XCHBZV011WHBZV011X

HBZR033X HBZR033W
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION QTY.

HKT.WHC.TX Hubz × Hubz × 3/4" MHT Tankless WHC Bodies (Hot Side + Cold Side), 1" F1807 Receiver (x2) 1

HKT.WHC.TW Hubz × Hubz × 3/4" MHT Tankless WHC Bodies (Hot Side + Cold Side) , 1" F1960 Receiver (x2) 1

HKT.WHC.TP Hubz × Hubz × 3/4" MHT Tankless WHC Bodies (Hot Side + Cold Side) , 1" CPVC Receiver (x2) 1

HKT.WHC.TF Hubz × Hubz × 3/4" MHT Tankless WHC Bodies (Hot Side + Cold Side), 1" SWT Receiver (x2) 1

HKT.WHC.TC Hubz × Hubz x 3/4" MHT Tankless WHC Bodies (Hot Side + Cold Side) , 1" FIP Receiver (x2) 1

HKT.WHC.TS Hubz × Hubz x 3/4" MHT Tankless WHC Bodies (Hot Side + Cold Side) , 1" Push-Fit Receiver (x2) 1

3/4" TANKLESS WATER HEATER  
CONNECTOR KIT

HKT.WHC.TX

×2

WHAT COMES IN A KIT?

Tankless Kits
Tankless water heater connectors (one hot side and one cold side) and two tank connectors.

Contact us directly at 269-781-3901 or email us at info@tribalmfg.com.
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Step Two. Clean and Flush.
 n Pour 3 to 5 gallons of flushing solution into a pail with 

both pump inlet hose and HOT valve drain outlet hose.

 n Open both HOT & COLD Hubz drain valve handles.

 n Turn on the pump and allow solution to circulate for 20 
to 45 minutes. Then, turn off pump, close COLD water 
drain valve and remove hoses; replace cap & washer.

 n Put HOT water drain hose end back into pail and 
open main water valve on the COLD Hubz valve. 
*Flush with at least 20 gallons of water.

Step One. Attach Hose.
 n Connect pump outlet hose to COLD water 

drain outlet of the Hubz valve.

 n Connect a drain hose to HOT water Hubz drain outlet valve.

How To Use    To Service

1 2
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3

Step Three. Reattach Hoses.
 n Close main COLD water Hubz valve, clean in-line filter, 

HOT Hubz drain valve, and remove drain hose.

 n Re-open main COLD & HOT Hubz valves, then restore 
power to tankless water heater and turn on gas valve.

360o
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Hubz Manifolds

Hubz Tap-A-Tee™

Contact us directly at 269-781-3901 or email us at info@tribalmfg.com.

Hubz Sillcocks

Hubz Full-Port Valves

Hubz Box System

Hubz Fittings & Valves System

Hubz Check Valves

HubzPro™ Fill Valve

Hubz Supply Stop System

Other Hubz Products
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About the Tribe
Tribal invents parts.  We make parts.  We market parts.  But, 
Tribal is more than the sum of its parts. We are a Tribe. And, we 
don’t just fight for your business; we fight alongside you, to 
help you win new customers and grow your business. When 
you choose Tribal, you join our Tribe, and we join yours.

Who is the Tribe?
Tribal is a highly automated, quality-focused inventing, 
machining and manufacturing company with a remarkable 
infrastructure and equipment list. More importantly, Tribal is 
good people. In a time when most other companies like Tribal 
have shut their doors or moved their operations, Tribal stands 
resolute. We are proud to serve you as a quality manufacturer in 
the heart of Michigan and South Carolina, USA.

What is the Tribe?
Tribal is one of the most efficient and capable machining 
operations in the world – giving us world class quality and 
world class pricing.  We are fast and automated, due to our 
multi-generational industry experience and impressive fleet of 
equipment. We are also nimble and can master smaller orders, 
customized parts and fast turn-around times for new product 
and project development. We are cost efficient. We have low 
overhead to help control costs. Nevertheless, we still have an 
innovative development staff that allows us to add value to 
your organization with new ideas and value engineering.

Why the name Tribal?
We like the idea of partnerships. It is in God’s plan, we  
believe, that man is able to achieve more working together 
than he is alone. Whether it is through a family or a company 
or a country or a Tribe, when we work together on a common 
cause, great things can happen …and rather quickly, too.  
This basic idea makes sense to us. It's what we want for 
those who work at Tribal. It's what we want for our customer 
relationships. We want great things to happen for you.  
And — we liked the name!

Why join the Tribe?
Tribal understands that businesses are built on reputations, and they are not built overnight. To build your business, you first build your 
reputation. Your success was built one brick, one sale at a time. We understand that struggle and want to assist you with it, to help your 
business grow into the future. When you choose Tribal, you hire the Tribe.

About Tribal
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